
[Boos 1.]

The ninth letter of the alphabet; called Jig:

it is one of the letters termed 55:90.; [or vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the

breath only]: and of the letters termed [or

gingival], which are .1: and 5 and B ; wherefore
r '04» I’Dnn

it is substituted for _‘b in Jim forM; and it

is said to be substituted for the unpointed ; in

3,“: [as some read] in the Kur [viii. 59,

forM (TA.) = [As a numeral, it denotes

Set-en hundred]

l)

I; is said by Aboo-’Alee to be originallythe [5, though quiescent, being changed into i:

(M r) or it is originally or the final

radical letter being elided: some say that the

original medial radical letter is L; because it has

been heard to be pronounced with imz'tleh [and so

it is now pronounced in Egypt]; but others say

that it is 3, and this is the more agreeable with

analogy. (Msb.) It is a noun of indication,

[properly meaning This, but sometimes, when

repeated, better rendered that,] relating to an

object of the masc. gender, (S, M, K,) such as is

near: (I’Ak p. 36:) or it relates to what is

distant [accord. to some, and therefore should

always be rendered that] ; and I3‘, [which see in

what follows,] to what is near: (K in art. 13:

[but the former is generally held to relate to what

is near, like the latter :]) or it is a noun denoting

anything indicated that is seen by the speaker

and the person addressed: the noun in it is S, or

5 alone: and it is a noun of which the signification

is vague and unknown until it is eifplained by

what follows it, as when you say l3 [This

man], and is [This horse]: and the nom.

and accus. and gen. are all alike: (T :) the

fem.°is Lg? (T, S, M, K, but omitted in the CK)

and a}, (S, M, K, but omitted in the CK,) the

latter’used in the case of a pause, with a

quiescent 0, which is a substitute for the (5, not a

sign of the fem. gender, (s, M,) as it is isand 2);‘, in which it is changed into 8 when

followed by a conjunctive alif, for in this case the

o in it? remains unchanged [but is meksoorah, as

it is also in other cases of connexion with a

following word]; and one says also Us}; (M;)

and i3 and 2?: and &c. in art. for the

dual you say and Q6; (M ;) (Pi) is the dual

form of I; (T, S) [and Q6‘ is that of Li used in the

.3

place of Lgé]; i. e., you indicate °the masc. dual

by at} in the nom. case, and Q53 in the accus.
and igen. ; and the fem. dual you’ indicate byin the nom. case, and in the accus. and gen.:

(I’Ak p. 36:) the pl. is éjj [or s'si] ('r, s, and

I’Ak ib.) in tliegdial. oflthe people of El-Hijc'iz,

(I’Al_;,) and at’! [or uit] (T, I’Ak) in the dial.

of Temeem ; each both masc. and fem. (I’Ak ib.

[See art. L.’.ll.])”.Y;ou say, is [This is thy

brother]: and £125! (5% [This is thy sister]: (T:)

and ‘3.22.11 [5% us Q52] ‘§ [I will not come to thee

r:

in this year]; like as you say LQ-Jl 05th and

5.2)! L535. us‘; not List is us, because 1} is

fir‘ a

always masc. (As, T.) And you say, £31,5-! Qt}

[These two are thy two brothers] : and 06

[These two are thy two sisters]. (T.) And
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113,5] g'jyl [These are thy brothers]: and e'flyl

r) a’

subs-l [These are thy sisters]: thus making no

difference between the masc. and the fem. in the

pl. (T.) _The i; that is used to give notice, to

a person addressed, of something about to be said

to him, is prefixed to I; [and to [5} &.c.], (T, S,

M, K,) and is a particle without any, meaning but

inception: (T :) thus you say 13-h, (T, S, M,) and

some say ".31, adding another 1; (Ks,T;2 feat.

(53;, (T, S, M,) and [more commonly] 0.5.5 in _

the case of a pause, (M,) and a.» in other cases,

(T, S,) and like, and some say all‘, but this is

unusual and disapproved: (T :) dhal Ql-ih for the
masc., and for the fem.; (T ;)i said by IJ

to be not properly duals, but nouns formed to

denote duals; (M ;) and many of{the Arabs say

Qt»; (T ;) some, also, make indecl., like

the’sin’g’. IS, reading [in the Kur xx. 66]QLp-LJ [Verily these two are enchanters], and it

has iissii said that this is of the dial. of asiht'tiith

[or BenuJ-Hzirith] lbn-Kaab; _but others make it

decl., reading TA: [see,

however, what has been said respecting this

phrase voce :]) the pl. is in'the dial. of

Temeem, with a quiescent l; and 5'95» in the

dial. of the people of El-Ijijaz, with medd and

hemz and khafd; and 5);‘; in the dial. of Benoo

’Ol_§ey], with medd and hemz and tenween.

(AZ, T.) The Arabs also say, is l; '9, intro

ducing the name of God between L; and 1'};

meaning 1V0, by God; this is [my oath, or] that

by which I swear. (T.) In the following verse,

of Jemeel,

* (5.51mi; “if;a so;i; use:-' its is i

[it is said that] 1.1; is for (is, (M,) i. e., o is hsi-s

substituted for the interrogative hemzeh (S“E and

K in art. LA) [so that the meaning is, And her

female companions came, and said, Is this he who

gave love to other than us, and treated us an

hinrlly f']: or, as some assert, ii; is here used for

Lit-‘b, the i being suppressed for the sake of the

measure. (El-Bedr El-Karafee, TA in art. Ls.)

_ one says also in}, (T, s, M, K,) ttflixiiig to a;

the .‘J ofallocution, [q.v., meaning That,] relating

to an object that is distant, (T,* S, and PA];

p. 36,) or, accord. to general opinion, to that which

occupies a middle place between the near and the

distant, (I’Ak pp. 36 and 37,) and this .‘J has no

place in desinential syntax; and I’Ak p. 36;)

it does not occupy the place of a gen. nor of an

accus., but is only aflixed to l} to denote the

distance of I‘; from the person addressed: (T :)

for the fem. you say :1; (T, and (S and

K in art. U, q. v. 5) but not 31.35, for this is wrong,

(T, and is used only by the’ vulgar: (T :) for

the dual you say (T, and as in the

phrases [Those two men,

came to me] and [I saw those

two men] ; (S ;) and some say Hill}, with teshdeed,

(T, S,) [accord. to J] for the purpose of corrobo

ration, and to add to the letters of the noun, (S,)

but [accord. to others] this is dual of [which

see in what follows,] the second being a

substitute for the J; (T on the authority of Zj

and others ;) and some say also, with tesh

deed, (T, S,) as well as (T in this art, and

S and K in art. U, but there omitted in somge

copies of the the pl. is [39,: and] szlilyl.

(T, L; is also prefixed to :31’); so that you say,

13.11133 [That is Zeyd]: (s, TA i) and in like

manner, for the fem., you say $.91; andand K in art. l3 :) but it is not prefixed [to the

dual nor] to 353i. (S.).._You also add J in

.2315, (T, S, M, K,)'as a corroborative; (TA:)

so that you say ell), [meaning That,] (T, S, M,

K,) relating to an ‘object that is distant, by com

mon consent; (I’Ak pp. 36 and 37;) or hemzeh,

saying Ail’), (K,) but' some say that this is 8




